This Protective Cover has been fitted exclusively for your seat. The marine-grade Sunbrella will protect your seat from sun and weather when not in use. In order for the cover to fit properly on your seat, please follow these instructions.

1. Before covering the seat, loosen backrest handles and allow seat back to come forward. Armrests should be down.
2. Unzip cover and place over seat with the zipper to the rear. The seams will follow the lines of the seat.
3. The cover’s hem must be pulled below the front edge of the seat cushion and underneath the seat pan as shown.

3. Pull the zipper down to close. If zipper will not close properly, check to see that the backrest is fully forward and then pull the hem down before trying the zipper again.

For further information regarding this product, please call:
Jac Citera, 631 477-2400, ext. 135 or e-mail: jcitera@stidd.com